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Interim Assessment and Prediction
John Cronin and G. Gage Kingsbury, Northwest Evaluation Association
Enactment of the No Child Left Behind Act encoded in policy a requirement that schools ensure
that all students achieve proficiency in the basic academic skills. While, schools have until 2014 to fully
meet the 100% requirement of the Act, they are expected to meet annual Adequate Yearly Progress
requirements each year. A series of progressive sanctions are imposed on schools that fail to meet AYP
for two consecutive years.
To help teachers know the needs of their students, and to help students succeed in reaching
these proficiency targets, many schools have developed or purchased interim assessments. Perie,
Marion, Gong, and Wurtzel (2007) describe interim assessment in the following manner:
“These [interim] assessments may serve a variety of purposes, including predicting a student’s
ability to succeed on a large scale summative assessment, evaluating a particular educational
program or pedagogy, or diagnosing gaps in student’s learning.”
Although prediction is an important function of these assessments, the authors emphasize that
interim assessment, when used appropriately, is not merely a practice assessment for the state
proficiency exam, and that prediction is only one of several purposes that should be met by such tests.

Test Design and Prediction
In general, a test designed to make accurate predictions of proficiency status (for our purposes
proficient or not) selects most of the items so that their difficulties are near the cut score or decision
point. This is done to minimize the standard error at the cut score, which maximizes the probability of
correctly predicting student cases which are near it. For a high stakes test this is quite important,
because the consequences of getting a student’s status wrong have may have heavy consequences for
students or schools.
Figure 1 shows one of these hard cases and a test design that is designed to provide good
prediction. In this case the majority of the items have a difficulty level that is near the cut score in
difficulty. For a student performing near the cut score, this design maximizes the information gathered
about the student’s proficiency. Even though this design is sound, it will not correctly predict the status
of these hard cases 80% of the time. Since the sample case is barely above the cut score, if the student
was tested 100 times, just over 50% of those occasions would produce a result above the cut score.
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Figure 1 – Theoretical item correct distribution for student scoring at the cut score on a test
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The majority of proficiency predictions, however, are not hard. Teachers frequently comment
that they can tell you within a few days of instruction which students in their class will be proficient. For
most children they are probably right. Most prediction decisions are relatively easy because they are
not close. Figure 2 shows a low student who is easy to predict as non-proficient. It is easy because the
student not incorrectly answered most of the questions that are near the proficiency level but also
incorrectly answered a large number of questions below the proficiency level.
Of course the same principle applies to students who perform well above the standard. Figure 3
shows a high performing student whose proficiency status is also easy to predict. The prediction is easy
because the student not only answered the questions near the proficiency standard correctly, but also
answered many tougher questions correctly. Thus the proficiency prediction is, as some would say, a no
brainer.
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Figure 2 – Theoretical item correct distribution for student scoring well below the cut score on a test
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Figure 3 – Theoretical item correct distribution for student scoring well above the cut score on a test
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If the purpose of interim assessment was limited to prediction, this type of test design works
relatively well. It gets the easy cases right and gives us a good shot at correctly predicting many of the
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harder cases. However, interim assessment has other purposes. If those purposes include diagnosing
gaps in student learning, this design works poorly for many students.
In the case of our low performing student, this test design provides a lot of data supporting the
“not proficient” prediction, but results in a fairly large standard error of measure around the student’s
score. In other words we have sacrificed precision in the score to gain precision in the prediction.
The same problem applies to the high performer (Figure 3). We have very high confidence in
the proficiency decision, but much less confidence about how high performing this student might
actually be. If our goal is diagnose gaps in student learning, this design is not useful.
Figure 4 offers an alternative design, in this case an example of an adaptive test taken by a high
performing student. The prediction that the student will perform above the standard is well-supported
by data collected during the test. Because a large proportion of the items are focused near the
students final achievement estimate, the test also provides more information to inform instruction than
the design in figure 3, in particular we know a lot more about what this student still needs to learn. This
design which focuses item content on the learner rather than the proficiency standard, predicts
proficiency results well and is more likely to yield useful instructional information for the teacher or
program administrator.

Figure 4 – Theoretical item correct distribution for a student performing well above the cut score on
an adaptive test.
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The above illustration assumes that the proficiency cut score is near the middle of the
achievement distribution. Of course, this may not always be the case. As the cut score moves from the
middle of the distribution, designs aimed at maximizing prediction provide less reliable information
about more students’ performance. Figure 5 shows a design that would be appropriate to provide good
prediction relative to a lower proficiency cut score. Unfortunately, because most students perform well
above the standard, this test design is not well-targeted to the achievement of students at the middle to
high end of the performance distribution and would increase the standard error around more scores.
Figure 5 – Comparing a highly predictive design to a test performance distribution for an assessment
with a lower than average standard.
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Interim assessments have purposes that go beyond practice for the state test and prediction of the
result. As a result, a good interim assessment would not necessarily mimic the design of a state
assessment. The state proficiency test needs to get the proficiency decision right and designing for
that purpose has high importance. But an interim assessment should get the performance of the
student right, and that goal is served better by using designs that minimize the standard error around
each student’s score. Such a design does not have to greatly erode the accuracy of prediction.
Predicting a student’s proficiency status has its place in interim assessment, but we are not sure that its
place is at the front of the line.
Prediction Metrics
A number of interim assessments now report a student’s projected proficiency status and/or proficiency
category as part of their reporting package. While this information is useful, we believe information
about the probability of a student’s proficiency may be more appropriate. Assume an interim test is
predicting whether a student is likely to reach a scale score of 200 on the state assessment. A student
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scoring 199 is placed in the same category as a student scoring 190 or one scoring 175. Nevertheless,
the student scoring 199 has nearly a 50/50 probability of passing the state assessment, while the
student scoring 175 have very poor prospects. In this case, projecting the student into a binary category
(proficient or not) or even projecting the student into a performance band (advanced, proficient,
partially proficient, basic) costs us important information about the student’s performance.
One way to help address this issue is to report the probability that a student will perform at a certain
level in addition to reporting the projected proficiency status or performance category. Table I shows an
example of a table our organization generates from our alignment studies to provide this information.
The simplest way to generate this table is to take a sample of students who have taken both the interim
assessment and their respective state test and report the proportion of students in each scale score
range (in this example a 5 point range) who went on to achieve proficiency on the state assessment.
When used well, this information can be very helpful to educators and students. For example,
probability information can help identify students who are well beyond the proficiency cut score
(perhaps 80% probability or better). Instruction for these students can be adapted to focus on content
that reflects performance beyond the proficiency cut score. Likewise, probability information can help
identify the degree of intervention that might be needed for students who are near or below the
proficiency cut score. For example, students with a 5% probability of passing will need more time and
resources to achieve a proficiency standard than students who have a 45% probability of passing.
There is also some risk that probability information can be used in ways that may not support improved
learning. One concern is that probability information can be used to support educational triage
decisions. Schools could use probability data to more precisely identify students to identify “bubble
students” for special attention, students whose scores offer the best prospects for leveraging a school’s
Adequate Yearly Progress report. While this is a risk, we think schools are better served if the data is
available and teachers are well-informed about its proper use.
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Table 1 – Proportion of students passing a state reading assessment based on scale score range

Bottom of
Scale
Score
Range
150
155
160
165
170
175
180
185
190
195
200
205
210
215
220
225
230
235
240
245
250

Proportion of students in this score range achieving proficiency on the state reading
assessment
Grade
2
16%
23%
33%
45%
57%
69%
78%
86%
91%
94%
96%
98%
99%
99%
99%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Grade
3
4%
6%
9%
14%
22%
31%
43%
55%
67%
77%
84%
90%
94%
96%
98%
99%
99%
99%
100%
100%
100%

Grade
4
1%
2%
3%
4%
7%
11%
17%
25%
36%
48%
60%
71%
80%
87%
92%
95%
97%
98%
99%
99%
100%

Grade
5
0%
1%
1%
1%
2%
4%
6%
10%
16%
23%
33%
45%
57%
69%
78%
86%
91%
94%
96%
98%
99%

Grade
6
0%
1%
1%
2%
3%
5%
8%
12%
18%
27%
38%
50%
62%
73%
82%
88%
92%
95%
97%
98%
99%

Grade
7
0%
0%
1%
1%
2%
3%
5%
8%
12%
18%
27%
38%
50%
62%
73%
82%
88%
92%
95%
97%
98%

Grade
8
0%
0%
0%
1%
1%
1%
2%
4%
6%
9%
14%
22%
31%
43%
55%
67%
77%
84%
90%
94%
96%

Grade
9
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
1%
1%
2%
3%
5%
8%
13%
20%
29%
40%
52%
64%
75%
83%
89%
93%

Grade
10
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
1%
1%
1%
2%
4%
6%
10%
16%
23%
33%
45%
57%
69%
78%
86%

What is the value of prediction?
Achievement of the state proficiency cut score should, in the ideal, represent a level of
performance that projects to a good prospect of future academic or life success for a student. Assuming
that is the case, it is very important to identify students who are not on track to meet this objective and
to implement some plan of academic intervention to support these students. Prediction can also be
useful if it can help schools identify the type and amount of resources that might be needed to help
students eventually reach proficiency.
While this may seem obvious, in reality, the pressure to meet AYP requirements often pushes
schools to use prediction to identify students that jeopardize the school’s AYP goals. In this case,
prediction is serving the interest of the school and staff more than the interest of students. For
example, the students most in need of additional resources and intervention may be the ones whose
current achievement is furthest below the standard. This is especially true of very low performing
students who may not have been identified as eligible for special education services. However the
students who have the best prospects for improving a school’s AYP prospects are commonly those
whose current performance is closest to the cut score. Thus providing predictive information potentially
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has a perverse effect, by encouraging a form of triage that focuses resources on the students who can
keep a school out of “AYP jail” rather than targeting resources on the students who most need them.
Evidence of NCLB triage is available and growing (Neal & Whitmore-Schanzenbach, 2007; BooherJennings, 2005; Rosenshine, 2003). At the same time, research does not indicate that triage practices
cause greater growth in the targeted students (Springer 2008).
How to address this?
While this is not an easy problem to address, there are several strategies test designers can
pursue:






Emphasize in the design that an interim assessment is not merely a “practice test” for the
state assessment, but that the assessment serves other important instructional purposes
that are complementary but independent from the state proficiency test.
The test design should be more focused on getting an accurate estimate of each student’s
performance than it is on making an accurate prediction of proficiency status or category. If
one is only designing a test to make a decision about whether a student is proficient, a form
that concentrates the difficulty of the test near the proficiency cut score is reasonable. That
is not the only purpose of an interim assessment however. An interim assessment should
focus on getting the most accurate estimate of the student’s performance so that
instruction can be appropriately tailored to that individual’s need. If the test is focused on
the prediction of proficiency, it sends the message that the test is designed to help the
school meet AYP. If the test is focused on accurate assessment of the student, it sends the
message that the test is intended to help the student improve on their current performance
regardless of their proficiency status.
The test design should be designed to monitor growth. State tests do an excellent job of
identifying the group of students whose performance places them “at risk” to leave school
without achieving proficiency. Many schools have had success in using this information to
successfully address more of these student’s needs. But, at least in the ideal, schools exist
to help all students reach their full potential. Any student who is not making progress
toward achieving that potential is at risk. Interim assessments complement the state
assessment if they provide data that helps identify students who may not be showing good
growth and such assessments can help schools focus not only on making sure their students
are proficient, but also help them focus on helping all students reach their full potential.

Factors affecting the accuracy of prediction
There are at least five factors that affect the accuracy with which an interim assessment will predict
proficiency status on a state assessment. These are:
Testing Conditions and the Motivation of the Student. These are likely to have as much or more effect
on the accuracy of the proficiency prediction than the design of the test itself. This is particularly true
because the conditions surrounding the administration of interim assessments, which are generally low
stakes, will inherently differ from those around the state assessment itself. While the data is not
Interim assessment and prediction
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entirely conclusive, a fairly convincing body of evidence exists that would indicate students perform
better on tests with some stakes. NWEA completed a study of the effects of stakes in 2006 and found
that in low stakes situations about 3 to 5% more students “tank” on the test (Cronin, 2006). Tanking
occurs when a student achieves a score that is both substantially below a prior achievement effort, and
evidence exists (typically in the form of greatly reduced item response time and deviation from normal
response patterns) to suggest a lack of effort. Tanking behavior would normally increase the rate of
incorrect prediction due to underestimation (Type II error). Similarly, some teachers may not attend to
general testing conditions are carefully in low stakes testing conditions, and this could also contribute to
situation specific underestimation of performance.
Alignment of content and item formats. The instructional purposes underlying interim assessments
make it important to align them closely to state content standards. The degree of alignment is not
neccesarily a strong indicator of predictive accuracy, however.
Our organization has done alignment studies in three states in which we attempted to predict results for
their English/Language Arts test from our reading test. In each case, our assessment did not include
content related to language usage and writing that would have been included on the state assessment.
We compared correlations in these three states to other states in which we directly aligned our reading
assessment to the state assessment and found no meaningful difference in the predictive validity
statistics, with an average Pearson r of .80 for the English/Language Arts states compared to an average
Pearson r of .79 for the state’s testing reading alone. In these particular cases, the difference in
alignment did not substantively affect the predictive ability of the interim assessment. That is not to
dismiss the importance of content alignment, nor would we want to imply that two very poorly aligned
assessments would be strongly predictive of one another. It may be true, however, that content
alignment might not affect the quality of prediction as much as some other factors.
Measurement precision of the two tests. This is obvious and is generally the factor that gets the greatest
attention. Nevertheless the more precise the measurement instruments, the greater the probability of
a correct prediction. One factor that greatly affects precision is the measurement range of the
assessment. If one assessment has a different measurement range than its companion assessment, the
accuracy of the prediction can be affected.
Figure 6 shows the correlation between an NWEA mathematics assessment and a state mathematics
assessment. In this diagram, the intersection of the horizontal and vertical lines depicts the state cut
score and the corresponding NWEA scale score prediction. In this case the relationship between the
scores is curvilinear, primarily because this particular state assessment had lower measurement
accuracy for low-performing students. The difference in measurement precision limits the predictive
accuracy at the decision point.
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Figure 6 – Correlation between grade 4 performance on the NWEA MAP mathematics test and a state
mathematics assessment.

Placement of the cut score. The position of the cut score potentially has a very large impact on the
accuracy of prediction. Assume for a moment that we have a group of 100 fourth graders and we want
to know if they are proficient at high jumping. Assume further that five feet was set as the standard for
proficient performance. In this case, the placement of the cut score makes it easy to get a high degree
of accuracy in my prediction. I simply predict that everyone will fail and my result is likely to be
somewhere between 98% and 100% accurate. Had the standard been set at one foot, it would be
equally simple to predict the results. In any case, one would expect less accuracy when cut scores are
near the middle of a distribution and greater accuracy when cut scores are near one of the two ends.
Time between the interim assessment and the proficiency test. Educators are used to seeing predictive
reliability coefficients that reflect the correlation between two assessment instruments that are
administered at about the same time. Interim assessments are intended to influence instruction and
will typically be delivered well in advance of the state proficiency test, but the impact related to
instruction is not necessarily random across schools. For example, schools that create unusually large
growth are likely to have more missed predictions due to Type II errors, because a greater number of
students who were projected not to pass will successfully meet the proficiency standard. In such a case,
poor prediction would be a good thing. Unfortunately, there may also be low growth schools that will
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have more missed predictions due to Type I errors, because students who were anticipated to make
proficiency, failed to make enough progress to cross the bar. Thus in assessing the predictive accuracy
of an instrument, one should adjust their expectations to reflect the opportunity for instruction, AND,
one should be aware that the predictive accuracy of the assessment will be lower in schools that are far
above or below average in student growth.
Of course, more time for instruction between the interim assessment and the state test will also
generally have some corrosive impact on the accuracy of prediction.
In prior studies of alignment, NWEA assessments typically average between about 83% and 90%
accuracy in predicting the performance of students.
Other issues related to prediction of state assessment results
State tests are improved from one year to the next. As the standards movement and assessment have
evolved, state departments of education have become considerably more sophisticated in the tasks
related to this work. This knowledge and experience leads states to make refinements to both their
curriculum standards and their tests. Anytime the state test changes in substance, the predictive
relationship between that tests and an interim assessment becomes, less well understood until data is
available to permit updating the linkage between the two. In the meantime, educators who rely on
interim assessments to predict a student’s status relative to the state test are at risk to make decisions
based on outdated information.
Student change on the statewide assessment may not parallel change on the interim assessment. A
wide body of evidence exists demonstrating that performance on state assessments has improved more
rapidly than performance on NAEP and interim assessments such as NWEA’s. When this is the case, a
proficiency cut score prediction generated in 2004 may significantly overstate the score needed to
achieve proficiency in 2008. While the source or cause of these differences is open to debate, the effect
of the differences on the ability to predict is a known fact that must be addressed if interim assessments
are to have utility as predictors of state test performance.
The methodology used to set the prediction equation may cause predictive accuracy to vary . Prior to
2006, NWEA used a variety of regression based methodologies to do cut score prediction. We
reevaluated our methods in 2007, because the regression based methods tended to overpredict pass
rates by about 3 to 8%. We have since moved to an equipercentile based methodology that produces a
lower rate of overprediction, but this method still tends to predict slightly more students will pass the
state test than actually do. We are not really sure why this is the case.
Cut score placement and student attention may have an impact on predictive accuracy. Previous
studies of state standards peg the range of the majority of cut scores to be between about the 15th and
60th percentile of student performance (Cronin et al, 2007; National Center for Educational Statistics,
2007). A certain number of students, we estimate between about 4 and 12% depending on the stakes
associated with the test, may not engage with a test, and therefore will perform substantively below
their real achievement level.
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Most of the students who don’t engage well with the test will cluster near the low end of the
performance continuum. Figure 7 shows a hypothetical cumulative frequency distribution of 4th grade
mathematics students, alongside a distribution of students in the population who had deflated
estimates due to lack of motivation or other factors that influenced their performance on the date of
the test.
Assume that a proficiency standard is set at the 19th percentile of performance. If about 6% of the
population’s scores are deflated, it would mean that nearly 1/3 of the cases performing below the 19th
percentile are potentially false negatives. Many of these students may be identified for participation in
interventions. Unfortunately, if the intervention needed was simply a bit more motivation on the day of
the assessment, or perhaps a hearty breakfast, then educational interventions may be wasted on that
group of students. Had the standard been set at the 75th percentile, the proportion of cases that
represent potential false negatives is lower (though the number of cases is higher).
In any case, when a proficiency standard is set below the middle of the performance continuum, the
proportion of false negatives among the identified “at risk” population is very likely to increase. This
reinforces the need for schools to bring multiple sources of data to the table when identifying students
for intervention based on their likely proficiency status. In addition, if schools are aware of this risk,
they can take steps to more carefully monitor interim assessments. Test publishers can do their part by
researching and implementing strategies to identify scores that may have suspect validity due to student
guessing behavior or abnormally low item-response time on a computerized assessment.
Figure 7 – Hypothetical distribution of students and deflated mathematics scores on a fourth grade
mathematics assessment.
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Discussion
Interim assessments are capable of predicting proficiency on state assessments with an accuracy rate of
80% to 90%. Whether the rate of accuracy is closer to 80% than 90% is influenced by a wide variety of
factors especially the placement of the state proficiency cut score, the interim assessment’s design, the
stakes associated with the two assessments and the match between the interim assessment’s content
and format and the state assessment. Of these factors, the placement of the cut score is likely to have
the greatest effect on predictive accuracy.
A single-minded pursuit of greater predictive accuracy may compromise other important objectives that
states may have for an interim assessment. For example, the best predictive design for an interim
assessment is one that measures how students perform on content near the cut score. Unfortunately
this design results in less accurate measurement of students who perform far above or below it.
Because the proficiency cut score in many states is not set at the middle of the distribution, there is also
a risk that a proficiency-focused interim assessment may be a poor measurement fit for the majority of
students. The broader definition of interim assessment would be better met by using an assessment
designed to measure each student well, while also providing reasonable prediction of statewide
assessment results. This could be accomplished by using and adaptive test or a slightly longer broadrange test.
The approach to interim assessment that bests meets the broader purposes of the form is one that gets
the most accurate measure of the student’s performance rather than the most accurate measure of the
student’s proficiency. It is substantially easier to use a test that was designed to give accurate results
for each student to predict proficiency than to use a test designed to estimate proficiency to determine
the instructional needs of each student. Interim assessments that provide highly accurate student
results should demonstrate a high degree of predictive accuracy, but they will be more useful for
schools that are trying to assess where to start students in their curriculum or for schools that are trying
to identify gaps in their current instructional programs.
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Learn more about our research at NWEA.org/Research.
NWEA has nearly 40 years of experience helping educators accelerate student learning through computer-based
assessment suites, professional development offerings, and research services.
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